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Circular City
“Our technology tracked over 1000 borrowed and
returned coffee cups, proving our customers
will quickly shift their mindset away from
ingrained convenience culture.”
Circular City uses technology to support the reduction of plastic
takeaway waste in F&B outlets. By adopting a ‘partnerships for
the goal’ approach to resource the expertise needed to pilot an
alternative to the disposable coffee cup, Circular City introduced
HK to Choose: Reuse. In just six weeks the technology captured
valuable insights needed to upgrade and perfect the service, which
captivated both hearts and minds of all generations by tracking and
delivering a waste free way to enjoy coffee on the go!

Phenix by OnTheList

“The Phenix by OnTheList App tackles
the problem of 3,600 tons of edible food
going to landfill in HK every day,
through connecting consumers to good food
they can buy at a discount.”
Everyone’s a winner through the Phenix by OnTheList app which
partners with food businesses to sell their unsold or short shelf
life products at less than fifty percent of the regular retail price.
Food partners earn money while strengthening their social
responsibility and consumers get extra value for money while
diverting food waste. Phenix by OnTheList joint venture partner
OnTheList secures growth through the continuous on-boarding of
new food outlets and directs remaining food surplus to charities
and other community projects.

TiNDLE

“Our juicy aromatic chicken experience
gives chefs freedom to create at the leading edge
of plant-based food innovation.”

Expert chefs lead the way towards showcasing the potential of
the TiNDLE aromatic plant-based chicken, available only through
food service providers through the ‘Gastronomy First’ strategy.
This 18month partnership programme for chefs, brings plant
based food forwards to the consumer, providing innovative
and enjoyable dishes that encourage the millennial and Gen-Z
community to explore meat replacement products without
compromise on taste and attractiveness.

www.foodmadegood.hk/

